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The return is excluded in particular: custom made articles e. Furthermore, unpaid or insufficiently paid parcels
require more processing time, i. What you children or grandchildren can do with ease owing to the numerous
programmes which exist for young people - well you can achieve this too. In case it can not be used anymore,
please pay special attention to pack the goods carefully in order to avoid any risk of damage in transit as fas as
it concerns your side. There are very good chances for teachers of all sorts or subjects, especially languages,
but also needlework, handicraft and all kinds of manual training. To resell items the sales package is essential.
If goods cannot be sent as parcels, a punctual return request in writing is enough to claim your rights. Maybe
even a change of scene in your country will give you fresh air. Use instead a sufficient padded outer packing
to avoid damage in transit. But if you make use the goods, i. The customer should handle the ordered product
carefully to avoid these costs in the case of a return. At payment by credit card we will credit the refund your
credit card account; at payment via other payment services as e. This site is all about a give-and-take basis, an
exchange of help, an interconnection between generations at eye-level. You wish to change your ideas, make
new experiences, brush up your knowledge of foreign languages, want to get to know the country you have
picked and its people from inside by living and working with them? You will receive a new gift-certificate
number. You may redeem it at your next purchase at Budoten. You should always keep the receipt of posting
until the refund was credited to your account. Transport companies charge a reasonable extra fee, which
should avoided last but not least in the interest of our customers. The customer will have to bear the costs for
any depreciation, if it is not only result of inspecting the goods. You will get further information in the
document "Damage in Transit". Others need a caretaker or guardian for their villa or holiday house abroad,
some need a craftsman or worker for the renovation of their home. If it's clear, that the damage is not due to
the transportation, please contact us as soon as possible, to discuss the matter with Budoten. At the same time
you would appreciate a certain security and structure by means of a guest family, an NGO or a voluntary
service for example? In case of disregard of this information damages in transit must be expected. Check the
goods in the same way you can check it in a local store! The same applies, if the sales package is missing or
severely damaged. Unfortunateley these possibilities had not existed when you were younger As a rule we will
provide you a return label for a free of charge return if your residence is located in Germany. Hand on your
experience and knowledge ElderPair combines your stay abroad with a certain framework and security, with a
family, within an NGO, a community or group. A group engaged in social purposes, a rural community or
similar? Many charities, volunteer services and other social projects cannot pay any salary, but generally you
will receive board and lodging. In general we will pick up bulky goods directly from you.

